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Abstract 
This study aims at finding ways of “decomposing” the poetic text into fragments which can render a minimal meaning to 
individuals who have had little contact to literary analysis and thus creating a profitable context for hermeneutical activities. 
Methods of teaching poetic texts have been developed in literature classes in the last years, methods which seem not only to bring 
the meaning closer to students, but to increase their interest in reading poetry. Eventually, this leads to a profitable assesment in 
for the competences that are suggested in the academic curriculum. 
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1. Problem statement 
In the last ten years I have noticed a significant decline in students’ interest in reading and also in learning 
literature. When discussing with literature teachers we all identified one specific problem: that students were less 
and less active as they became interested more in listening a lecture than taking part in a free discussion. And we 
asked ourselves “why?” It was not difficult to identify the reason, but what came as a challenge was the way of 
dealing with it.  
Firstly, I conducted several interviews with students from the second year of study aiming at finding out what 
their interests are and what place literature takes in their daily activities. Secondly, I applied a questionnaire in 
which we tried to identify the degree in which students find pleasure in reading literature and their perception 
towards this practice. Summarizing the results we came upon interesting facts: around 80% of Philology students 
consider reading canonic texts a burden and what was expected (not in a positive way though) was that only 7% of 
them read poetry and less than 5% choose to read plays. These results grew my concern and therefore I tried not to 
judge them or to complain, but to find a solution. It was not about changing students’ focus or about “summoning” 
them in libraries, but about displaying literature as being funny and attractive, easy to understand and easy to 
comment upon it. And what was the greatest challenge was that I narrowed my endeavor down to poetry, one of the 
most undesirable literary discourses that students come across in schools. It is a well known fact that young learners 
find poetry intimidating and scary, as they find themselves in the position of not being able to grasp any meaning of 
it, thinking that it is a too complex mystery for them to break through. And this is the case with students all over the 
world, as the post-modern society and culture cultivates the relativity of values (Showalter, 2003, p. 62-63).  
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2. Purpose of study 
Being aware of the students’ lack of interest in literature I questioned myself whether a specific adapted manner 
of teaching may change this state of facts. Thus, I stated the hypothesis according to which introducing literature to 
students in a way that should meet their interests and type of thinking may raise considerably their pleasure in front 
of the literary texts. Especially when it comes to poetic discourse, (a burden to all level students) special methods 
could and should be imagined in order to break down the “monster of rhythm and rhyme” into easy to understand 
images or pieces of language. The study aimed at finding ways of “decomposing” the poetic text into fragments 
which can render a minimal meaning to individuals who have had little contact to literary analysis and thus creating 
a profitable context for hermeneutical activities. And by doing so, students who have been subjected to such 
approach, may show great differences in their degree of interest towards literature and, eventually, towards the idea 
of reading poetry. “The important thing to note […] is that the learner has to be brought to the point where he is 
capable of teasing out meanings for himself and where such alternative interpretations represent his own informed 
response” (Widdowson, 1991, p. 124).  
3. Methods 
3.1. Anticipating the theme 
It is known that a person is much more interested in a subject if he/she is previously involved in an anticipatory 
action or statement. As teachers we often rely on this resolution and ask students about simple things which are 
connected to the subject of what we have to teach in a certain class. Therefore, one of the methods was named 
anticipating the theme and could be performed at the beginning of the class where students are supposed to 
comment upon a literary text (especially a poetic one). Students are to be offered a number of 4 to 6 words from the 
respective poem. The teacher chooses these words in view of their expressive value and semantic load. Discussing 
the symbols hidden by these words and identifying the images they render, students will make suppositions on what 
the theme of the poem may be.  
For example, from a poem like Biblică (Biblical) by Radu Stanca, the teacher may choose words like: sărut 
(kiss), născut (to be born), început (beginning), noi (us). Students will most probably think about an erotic poem 
(suggested by words such as sărut or noi) or they might bring arguments for the genesis theme. Of course, 
discussions could be profitably followed by eventually presenting the title of the poem, creating thus hermeneutical 
connections. Important is not students to be accurate about the theme of the poem, but to develop a certain way of 
thinking and judging poetry, increasing the ability of reasoning and creating contexts for stimulating the creative 
spirit. Students will be most interested in the text itself, as they individually participate in a proactive thinking on it. 
When applied to 3rd year Philology students, the method caught students’ interest as they confessed that the poem 
had lost its “aura” of mystery and they could depict meaning more easily. I understood then that one major aspect in 
teaching poetry to reluctant students is not to give them the entire text from the beginning, as they get lost in the 
intricacy of the images. Therefore, breaking it down to simple and easy to understand fragments might be a solution.  
3.2. Building it from scraps 
Another method which uses the same technique is the so-called building it from scraps. It is a variant to the one 
described earlier, with the difference that the poem is “chopped” into fragments (few lines or even a stanza) which 
are given to students to be analyzed. It is important that they don’t know the text forehand and they should create 
meaning only out of the few lines they receive. To best manage this method is advisable to organize groups of 3 or 4 
students as this may help them in over passing the fear of “not knowing what to do”. Each group will analyze the 
indicated fragment by identifying a possible theme, possible symbols or motives and the main poetic suggestions.  
I use to teach Nichita Stănescu’s Poveste senimentală (Sentimental Story), a poem of great poetic depth which is 
hermeneutically structured upon two levels of meaning: one displaying the erotic theme and the other building up 
theme of the creator-creation relationship. Therefore I understand students’ difficulty in breaking down the maze of 
meanings and I present them only parts of the poem without telling them anything, but leaving them time to 
construct ideas and understand simple symbols in the verses. Here is the poem in its natural “order” (I specified in 
italics the manner of grouping fragments): 
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Group 1: Then we met more often.  
Group 2: I stood at one side of the hour, 
you at the other, 
like two handles of an amphora.  
Group 3: Only the words flew between us, 
back and forth.  
You could almost see their swirling, 
Group 4: and suddenly, 
I would lower a knee, 
and touch my elbow to the ground 
to look at the grass, bent 
by the falling of some word, 
as though by the paw of a lion in flight.  
Group 5: The words spun between us, 
back and forth, 
Group 6: and the more I loved you, the more 
they continued, this whirl almost seen, 
the structure of matter, the beginnings of things. 
(English translation by Thomas Carlson and Vasile Poenaru) 
It is understood that the number of groups may vary according to the text and analysis needs. Each group will 
receive as a task, in addition to the minimal analysis of the lyrics the identification – if possible – of the place they 
occupy in the economy of the entire text. Subsequently, a representative of each group will write the lyrics so all 
students should see all six fragments and attempt ordering them. As the first line indicates a conclusion, students 
may place it at the end of their “possible poem” – the teacher may use this “mistake” to stress upon the idea of 
“story”, of explanation of a present reality. The method is quite simple and has two main advantages: on one hand 
there is the advantage of students working in groups (individual work can sometimes lead to creative blockages) 
and, on the other hand there is the hermeneutical approach. Students have to “solve” 2-4 lines, without being asked 
from the beginning to understand the full text with all its sub-topics and the literary motives present in it. It is less 
difficult to understate only the symbolical image of the “two handles of an amphora” than trying to connect it to a 
complex of images and poetic suggestions. The method may be brought to an end by initiating a debate that will 
clarify and explain possible misunderstandings. Students are no longer facing long, intricate, unfriendly texts, but 
simple words, fragments or individual poetic images of which the text itself is made of. This way they can 
understand the construction of literary imagery without being subjected to theory or to already-made literary 
commentaries. 
3.3.  Reconstructing the text 
Another technique I often use during seminars of literature is that of reconstructing the text. When teaching 
poetry I sometimes come across texts which cannot be fragmented (as shown above) and, anyway, teachers are 
advised not to use the same method over and over again as it may become redundant. Therefore, when I have small, 
easy to understand texts, I suggest another way of tapping into the poetic meaning. Students have to reformulate the 
text, in an informal language, making sure they preserve the theme and that their text renders the same ideas. It is 
advisable to do a group-work activity, as, sometimes, individual students may find difficult to understand the poem 
or to re-express its meaning. And even more important is the fact that, within a group, students teach and are taught 
– they comment and suggest ideas one to another in their own specific language, using an easy to understand code.  
For example, a poem like Adolescents on the Sea (Adolescenţi pe mare) by Nichita Stănescu can be easier 
explained to students if they, firstly, “understand” the metaphors: 
This sea is covered with adolescents 
learning to walk on waves, upright, 
sometimes resting their arms on the currents, 
sometimes gripping a stiff beam of sunlight. 
I lie on the broad beach, an angled shape, cut perfectly, 
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and I ponder them like travelers landing. 
An infinite fleet of yawls. I wait to see 
a false step, or at least a grounding 
up to knee in the diaphanous swell 
beneath their measured progress, sounding. 
But they are slim and calm - as well, 
they've learned to walk on waves - and standing. 
(English translation by Thomas Carlson and Vasile Poenaru) 
It is not about depicting each and every aspect of the metaphorical poetic discourse, but about grasping the main 
theme and the images constructing it. And this is best done by “reducing” the metaphorical level to a more common 
and friendly one, that of informal language. Students have come up with sentences like this: “there are young people 
on the sea and they are trying to walk on water in a straight position but sometimes they need to rest or to lay against 
the currents.” Having such a sentence (which students came up with) I could easily make them identify the hidden 
poetic idea, that of life perceived as an unexpected road on which teenagers are struggling to advance (stressing on 
the image of walking on water). And so on, until the end of the text. In the end, I asked my students, to make up a 
short literary comment on the poem, taking into account the ideas they expressed. They find this exercise very 
stimulating, because they understand (empirically) the manner in which a poem can be read; they know now that is 
not important to know all figures of speech in order to feel a poem and to understand its theme. Moreover, appealing 
to informal discourse in a literature class gives them more confidence; their willingness towards free talking 
increases and they feel that the distance between them, the teacher and the text is diminishing. And they also 
develop one of the competences stated in the curriculum: that of avoiding interpretation stereotypes by creating their 
own perspective upon a text.  
What is most interesting in teaching poetry to undergraduate students is to have them get over the barrier of text – 
to eventually depict the symbols behind words and to construct clear images out of those rendered by the poem. 
Aiming at this, I usually try a different technique which I call finding the synonyms. When dealing with a very 
encrypted poem I underline the most significant words, those key words that sustain the main symbols and I ask 
students to find synonyms for these words, outside their context. Thus, in a poem like ODE (in Antique Metre) by 
Mihai Eminescu, I would choose words like to die, solitude, anguish, to burn, to quench, to be consumed or even 
constructions like sweet suffering. The synonyms they would find will be more than enough to make them realize 
that the poem is not about an erotic experience, but is more complex and deep in its meaning. To quench, for 
example, may be synonymous with to recover, to be content or to have reached a long sought element. Such 
examples may get students to understand the literary motive of the genius, of that sweet suffering anguish, the 
everlasting feeling of unhappiness the romantic hero mourns over once knowledge has been granted to him. Yet, 
finding synonyms or reconstructing the text may lead to an unliterary discourse. And this is good, because when 
compared with the original it provides students with a strong feeling of what is different about the two texts, 
understanding thus better the deeper cultural and esthetic function of poetry. This secondary objective is also 
identified by H. G. Widdowson who presents methods that are “to develop in the in the learner an awareness as to 
how literary discourse differs from conventional modes of expression. One obvious way of doing this is to set 
examples of literary discourse alongside examples of conventional discourse and devise exercises which lead the 
learner to make explicit comparisons between them” (Widdoson, 1991, p. 86). 
4. Results 
When asked about the impact of this approach on literature texts, my students answered that they had never 
experienced such methods and they find it interesting because they offered them a different view on poetry. In order 
to fully understand their answer I conducted several individual interviews and, to my surprise, students displayed a 
never met before willingness towards dialogue. Later, I realized that this was also one of the benefits of focusing the 
class on their needs and showing them that I was not interested so much in the canonic data as in their capacity of 
understanding poetry. During interviews I noticed that their cultural “expectation” became wider than the one 
identified in the previous interviews. They showed a greater interest in reading (including poetry!) and confessed 
that it was easier for them to tackle a poetic discourse. To my surprise, some of them told me that they had used 
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some of the methods experienced in literature seminars in their pedagogical practice (which they attended during the 
first semester). Thus, they had the chance not only to be taught literature in an interactive way, but to teach others, 
observing and acknowledging the benefits of a modern student focused didactics. And this is, I am sure, the most 
important acquisition for future teachers! They are less probable to “get stuck” in traditional perspective, in ready-
made literary commentaries or in teacher/talking classes.  
These methods were designed as to meet the curriculum requirements and, therefore, to make sure that my 
students develop certain competences. Apart from increasing the interest towards poetry – as it is specified in the 
seminar curriculum – I aimed at improving students’ capacity of free thinking and analyzing a literary text from 
various perspectives. That is why the assessment was designed to identify whether this competence had been 
achieved. If, one semester before, my students had been totally reluctant to the idea of free analyze, this time they 
showed willingness towards it, finding it easier and more attractive than a compulsory subject. At stake was not only 
the multiple-perspective approach but also creating value judgments upon a literary text. All these competences 
proved to be easier to achieve if the methodological approach was changed from a traditional view to a more 
modern one. Compared to other evaluation grids during their literary courses, the students subjected to this kind of 
methods showed better results (and less stress!). If one year before they were graded 6-8 out of 10, this time their 
grades improved to 7-10 out of 10.  
At the end of an entire semester of teaching literature to the students who had answered my questionnaire, I again 
asked them to fill in answers in a similar questionnaire. This time the results were so much different: first of all they 
confessed that they liked poetry (60%) and they read, willingly, books of poems (35%). Yes, of course, the answers 
might have been reported to the experience they had during the semester they were attending literature classes. Yet, 
the overall result was that they found pleasure in reading literature and poetry seemed to be no longer an “uncharted 
area” they should be afraid of.  
5. Conclusion 
The research concluded that literature should be taught taking into account the students’ reaction towards it and 
teachers ought to adapt their methods to create an easier access to text. Forcing students to recite poems by heart 
will not make them love poetry, and having them learnt literary commentaries will not make them understand the 
beauty of a fictional text. Therefore, what I tried to prove was that by “translating” poetry into an accessible form of 
discourse, students will come closer to it, will try to cope with it and eventually they will understand it. This way a 
literature teacher may work on developing students’ creativity, their sense of criticism and eventually their 
personality. Moreover, adopting a new and interactive strategy in teaching poetry to undergraduate students (future 
teachers) comes as a benefit not only for the classes of literature but it is also a topic for discussion in classes of 
didactics where modern methods of teaching are at aim. Therefore, having been subjected to these types of methods 
by themselves, undergraduate students may easily understand the difference between traditional and modern 
didactics and will use them, in their turn, when confronted with the topic of teaching literature. 
There is no greater reward for a teacher than getting his students love the subject he teaches and to find out that it 
is all due to a small change of perspective. Because it is very important to start teaching by asking yourself about 
your students, about their experience and about their expectations. And only by doing so a teacher together with his 
students can reach the realms of poetry, can reach the unexpected thing of beauty.  
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